
Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the 8 of may 13 was a strange day as the artist felt up side down since morning: Eyes  burning red, stomach  revolting but empty. Normally these things don´t worry her missions because body and mind fit harmoniously together. What was it? Some days should begin from the end on - as this one - as it is the up side down day...



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
That evening the artist´s room looks like a very working artist´s room. A brave artist´s room, as all things dialogue in a certain aestetical way - zen garden like. Waiting for the artists touch. The artist loves spending her time in creating zen gardens. Does not matter in concrete or rubbish, in poor or luxury context - in studio or kitchen, working or chilling. It is an  existential artist phenomena. So - walking  to see the world around turning - she can´t do without creating links and associations between people and things, language and custom, lines, signs, colours and sounds. 



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
...starting from the end of the day can not be done without giving a tip from what an artist might think walking in the rain (witch  she doesn´t like at all)...the artist: OK - as long as it rains I stop the outside mission (up to the nessesary) and do  meditation on the magic as it can be discovered in working the best way. The inside of mind connects with the spacefull room and imagination starts going further. The work must be titled: ...as long as it is raining... because it is the matter of its coming out!...as soon as she speaks the magic title her feet lead her to the artist´s stuff store in Fuzhou zhong lu a second time.
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Notiz
...another artist in the house,  king of social connection and  intelligent instinct in life, art and language, proposed immediately to show her the  way to all art stuff, where  best prizes are and so on - usefull for professional needs. Already the artist knows these chinese artist  supermarkets and also her first needs are clear. Come on, let´s go.Come and go and buy and bye... as they hurry up to leave the market, the last impression she stored in her inner eye was a mountain of colourprinted ricepaper sheets, designed in the chinese decorative manner one can find on all kind of things: clothes, poteries, murals ecc...
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Notiz
on the way the artist starts making images fromcasual rests of garbage or nothings behind glass of buildings under construction. With a special visual practise one might see some kind of chinese calligraphic references.
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Notiz
XIA YU- it rains.
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Notiz
the artist gets inspired by a chinese buisinessman: as long as you follow your aim with strength, discipline and courage, aslong as you keep serious the 888 rules of harmony you will reach the stairway to heaven. The artist is encouraged and can´t other than start run to the art stuff store. She must  get the memorized coloured papers as soon as possible. The work becomes more and more visible in her insight: to draw the paperprints to the almost invisible - as rain does with blue skies...



-
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Notiz
A little stop in an Art exhibition is a must, as it is titled..from gesture to language. It should proof the status of her spirit. And it should proof the status of curators. Are they practising the inspired knowledge? connection of time, space, sign and context. Infact - a satisfying discovery. The artist takes  pictures. Not the  exposed artworks interest her indeed, but the focus on environment details - as if these could deal as art pieces. It is a good practise for daily exercising. Just training. Good footage.
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Notiz
On the way, her reflections are reflected  in real life. Following the image in the mirror she gets not lost. It feels as if she was living here since 888 years. She knows the image on the paper must follow the signs, as they are serious voices and give the rules for her work: it is raining, it is dizzy, you always go from mirror to next mirror. Get what you see and turn it back. Maybe she should do rainy, dizzy, mirror like settings on the paper she will get soon. Up side down will be settled again.
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Notiz
WHEN THE REAL IS LIKE A HUGE DRAWING you go through, when you are able to enjoy the lines doing in edges and angles, circling, vanish, appear with new colours and acting in best coreography as if  on stage, when forms are not forms but another and another one else strange DONGXI. When your imagination goes further than art historians might describe ART WORK, then: you get the feeling of up side down. Perception.
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Notiz
Next step is to fit up artist´s working area. As she noticed at arrival the lightsystem is in a very cute disposal, as it spots and dots in all directions like laughing dancers. She loves the  fantastic lightshow invitation almost too much. But she has to get serious for the project...as long as it is raining...she calls the house technicien to help her changing the disposal for better light on working tables. A very difficult challenge, as the planning of electric sources  is done in mysterious strategy. The suggestion  of the artist is impossible to realize. Anyhow she gets happy about the house technicien´s  spontaneous artlike handmade invention: his light installation is a straight connection to the outdoor real life. She is satisfied about the result and starts working - in quiet, concentrated meditation- as long as it is raining...
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Notiz
inside-outside links:  the following serie is a training to eyes language. Mind the gaps...
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...work in progress
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